Livelyhood begins a third series on PBS with two one-hour specials exploring how the global economy is transforming the way we work.

Planet WORK 1
(Making the Planet Work)
Friday, Aug. 31, 9pm EDT
Host Will Durst introduces us to planet pioneers taking whatever steps they can to tackle the toughest challenges of worldwide work.

Planet WORK 2
(Working the Planet)
Friday, Sep. 7, 9pm EDT
Like it or not, most people’s work lives are affected by globalization—in ways that we’re just beginning to see. This show explores how the culture of our everyday work lives is shifting, from culture to language to time zone.

Places Well Go / People We’ll Meet:
Venice  A gondolier Sage
Brazil  Global Talk Show host
Ghana  Geek Corps
India  Bangalore Telemarketers
Calling Springfield.

More Exotic Locations:
Provo, Pleasanton,
Piemonte, Phnom Penh
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